Tramping the Dusky
In March 2010 walkers from the South Coast and Shoalhaven Clubs ventured across the
ditch to tackle the 84 km Dusky Track in New Zealand’s South Island. Billed as an 8-10
day hard tramp for “experienced, well equipped groups with high levels of fitness” Lloyd
and Sandra Egan, Doug Berthon, Jim Graham and Lee Cordner expected a challenge; and
they were not disappointed. Comments from within the group ranged from “this is the
best walk I have ever been on” to “the sand flies are eating me alive” and “are we there
yet” interspersed with countless “wows” as amazing vistas unfolded.
The Dusky Track lies in the remote southern extremity of Fiordland and links stunning
Lake Hauroko with magnificent Lake Manapouri. The track traverses three major Ushaped glacial valley systems, crosses two mountain ranges and offers a sidewalk down
to the sea at Dusky Sound, named by Captain Cook in 1770. The scenery is vast and
varied; it includes spectacular snow capped mountains, lakes, waterfalls, seascapes and
fiords. The track is mostly well marked however deep mud, river crossings, near vertical
descents and ascents and more than 20 three-wire bridges add to the physical and mental
test. Executing the walk plan is made “interesting” as sections of the Dusky become
impassable during heavy rain, noting that Fiordland is one of the wettest places on Earth
with more than 8 metres of rain each year.
We arrived in Queenstown on Saturday 6 March and checked into our cabin at the
Creeksyde Caravan Park before venturing downtown. We collected our maps, hut passes,
fuel for cooking, additional food and a mountain radio. The radio is a highly
recommended safety feature in addition to PLBs. There is no mobile phone reception and
it enables access to daily weather reports and could be used to call for medivac or other
assistance. Greg collected us with the Waiau Hotel minibus on Sunday morning and
whisked us off to sleepy Tuatapere, “the sausage capital of New Zealand”. The pub
offered rustic accommodation (including vintage mattresses – not good for the back),
great food and excellent hospitality from our hosts, Quentin and Dorothy.
Monday 8 March dawned clear and sunny and were treated to a hot breakfast at the
Waiau Hotel before Val from Hauroko Tours collected us at 8 am. The bus was full
when we were joined by Ian (NZ), Brian (USA) plus three 20-something Israeli lads and
a French lad. Val connected up the boat at a farm along the way. It soon became apparent
that the party of “children” was ill-prepared for what lay ahead; they had food for only 5
days and the French kiddy had purchased his hiking clothes and shoes from Salvos the
previous day. We greatly enjoyed speeding across glassy Lake Hauroko, the deepest in
NZ with depths of 462 metres. We were surrounded by wonderful scenery as we saw a
small helicopter pass overhead with an under slung load of slain deer.
We landed near Hauroko Burn Hut at 10.30 am, shouldered our weighty packs (with 10days food) and were immediately beset by swarms of sand flies. These Kiwi beasties are
much larger than their Aussie cousins; “sand flies on steroids” was suggested. They have
a voracious appetite for blood and viciously attack any exposed skin, although
Bushman’s proved to be quite effective. The younger walkers passed our more senior

party as we enjoyed the brisk stroll up the Hauroko Burn valley in sunshine. We
experienced the first of many wobbly three-wire bridges, which proved a little daunting
initially. We caught some of the straggling youths before we arrived at Halfway Hut at
around 4 pm. The 12-berth hut was typical of those we stayed in throughout the hike:
well made of timber with a metal roof and included mattresses, tables, benches plus a
wood fire and a water tank. We had a dip in the chilly burn and Jim ate dinner on the
wooden path beside the hut, to be devoured by sand flies, which he later regretted.
The Israeli/French lads plus Kiwi Ian were off early on Tuesday morning with the intent
of “double hutting”, given the great weather and their inadequate food supplies. We set
off at a more civilized 9 am for the short and steady 500 metre climb past Lake Laffy to
the delightfully misspelt Furkert Pass. We arrived at Lake Roe Hut at around 2.30 pm as
the youth party was leaving for the next hut. We swam in Lake Roe and lazed in the
warm afternoon sun. Brian, a pleasant and hirsute 30-ish computer nerd from California,
attached himself to our party. We appreciated his company for the rest of the tramp.
With our party now stabilized as a 6-some we got an early start with a big day ahead. We
climbed steeply for more than 300 metre up to Pleasant Range where we enjoyed big
mountain and lake scenery. We negotiated a fairly flat plateau past Lake Horizon then up
to a summit at 1096 metres. We soon had our first glimpses of Dusky Sound, Lock Maree
and the Seaforth Valley way below. On day three we were feeling “track fit” and striding
out. We were visited by 7 keas at morning tea. The 1000+ metre very steep drop down to
Jane Burn proved to be demanding, slippery and slow as we negotiated lots of tree roots
and had to climb down “hand over hand” in many places; one section had a chain
provided to ease the descent. We forded the Seaforth River and arrived at Loch Maree
Hut just as rain was beginning to fall. Unfortunately, Sandra had injured her knee during
the big descent; it was swollen and sore. We deployed the 40 metre mountain radio aerial
to get a weather report that advised showers for the next few days.
Lloyd and Sandra decided to rest at Loch Maree for the next two days in the hope that the
now serious swelling to Sandra’s knee would respond to first aid treatment. Jim, Doug,
Brian and Lee set off for the return side-trip to Supper Cove, Dusky Sound at 9 am with
light packs, leaving non-essential items at Loch Maree Hut. The showers soon cleared
and we enjoyed a scenic and mostly flat walk along Loch Maree, through a wonderful
forest and down to the sea. We noticed that the Pleasant Range that we had crossed the
day before had a light dusting of snow overnight. We observed ironware relics from 1903
mining activities in the area. We crossed 7 three-wire bridges each way and saw several
picturesque waterfalls. We arrived at Supper Cove Hut at 4 pm and Jim announced he
was going to provide fish for supper. Much to our delight he hauled in four small fish,
catching two at a time with his hand-line. We relished an entree of poached fish.
On Friday morning a fishing boat moored in Supper Cove and helicopters disembarked
the valuable lobster cargo. Back at Loch Maree Hut we had a reunion dinner.
Saturday 13 March and Day 6 we set off early. Sandra had her knee strapped and we
travelled at a steady, modest pace along a relatively flat track following the Seaforth

River. The day was cool and moist with many showers and steady rain at times. As we
traversed the shores of Gair Loch the landform around us became steeper and more
immediate with Aubrey Peak to the north and the Kilcoy Mountains to the east rising
more than 1400 metres above the valley. We arrived at Kintail Hut after 7 hours walking;
a good effort given our injured party member. Our gear was wet and it was cool so we
decided to light the fire. This proved to be a mistake as the hut quickly filled with smoke;
the stove was blocked with rubbish and all the fuel was wet, green and poor quality. We
gave up fire lighting and enjoyed a pleasant dinner and played cards. On Sunday we
declared a group rest day, which started with a sleep-in. After a concerted team effort of
collecting drift wood from the river bank, we managed to get the fire going; Doug, Brian
and Jim proved to be our best “firebugs”. We dried our clothes for the final ascent.
Monday was overcast as we crossed the three-wire bridge over the Seaforth River and
commenced a 1000 metre ascent following Warren Burn toward Centre Pass. As we
crossed a large recent slip the clouds lifted and we were greeted with an amazing vista of
lakes and sharp peaks below. The climb was steep, with a chain provided for one section.
We entered cloud about 150 metres below Centre Pass (1051 metres) and walked through
thick mist until well down the other side. The descent down the Spey River valley to
Upper Spey Hut was relatively easy. The hut had no wood or water and the sand flies,
which had left us alone for several days, were back and brutal.
Tuesday 16 March - Day 9; and down came the rain! As if the “mountain gods” were
angry at our uneventful passing, we experienced a moderate to heavy deluge all morning.
We departed the hut at 8.45 am for what we expected to be a short stroll to the end of the
track. Torrential rain and flooded side-creeks crossings became our lot. At one stage we
stopped for a rest next to a dry water course and watched in awe as the flood waters
arrived and it turned into a raging torrent in minutes. Then we decided to take turns
getting “lost”. First Jim strayed of the track then Lee ended up in a swamp up to his waist
in water and mud – alone. After coo-eeing for help he realised he would have to drag
himself out; he eventually found the main track after 20 minutes. Then we became aware
that Sandra and Lloyd had not caught up; they arrived after a further 20 minutes because
they had also temporarily lost the track. We waded through a section of the Seaforth
River that had risen and flooded the track. Finally, after much slipping and sliding, at
1.45 pm we came out on to a well-made dirt road with a sign indicating the end of the
Dusky Track. Yippee, we had done it!
A brisk 45 minute walk down the road brought us abruptly back to civilisation. With
tourist buses passing by, we came to West Arm hydroelectric power station and the ferry
wharf. Our comfortable ferry departed at 3.30 pm and sped us across Lake Manapouri;
we ended our journey the same way it began 9 days before. The beers at the Manapouri
Pub hardly touched the sides as we celebrated our successful Kiwi adventure. We’ll be
back – planning for NZ 2011 has already commenced.

